In this paper, we analyse the development of design theories in the particular case of German systematic design. We study three moments in the development of design theories (1850, 1900 and 1950). The analysis leads to three main research conclusions regarding design theorizing. 1) The development of design theories and methods corresponds to specific rationalizations of the design activity in historical contexts, characterized by types of products, science and knowledge production capacities. 2) While engineering sciences model known objects, design theories support reasoning on unknown objects. 3) Design methods do not target single innovations but aim to improve collective design capacities. Their performance can be assessed by the types of new objects they help design (generative capacity) and in terms of the capacities required by their users (conjunctive capacity). Historically, systematic design emerged as a formal framework with particularly strong generative and conjunctive capacities.
Introduction
The renewal of design theories in recent decades (see the recent synthesis in {Hatchuel, 2011 #2562}) calls for a better understanding of the development of past theories and methods. It may help us to understand how design theories were gradually elaborated and to become more aware of their nature and their purposes. Today, one of the most common modes of reasoning taught and used to design products and services in engineering and design departments is so-called 'systematic design'. The reference work by Pahl and Beitz (Pahl and Beitz 1977) and those that stemmed from it have been used to teach generations of design engineers. The term systematic design often refers to a heterogeneous set of theories and methods that include abstraction, establishing function structure, searching for solution principles, combining solution principles, etc. These specific techniques contribute to a design process based on different ways of describing the emerging object, such as the sequence mentioned by Pahl & Beitz: clarification of the task (described in the language of requirements), conceptual design (described in the language of technological models), embodiment design (described in the language of components and relations), detailed design (described in the language of dimensions), etc. These languages and their hierarchy are largely shared. Even in experimental studies on the use of systematic design methods, the designers' work is described in these languages (Ehrlenspiel 1995) . These methods have been widely criticized. For instance, several works (Ehrlenspiel 1995) indicated their limited efficiency in real cases and underlined that designers often do not use them in practice. But the theoretical and contingent aspects of these methods are largely unknown. The variety of methods that can be related to systematic design might suggest a kind of methodological relativism; it is nonetheless interesting to try to identify the historical trends and tensions underlying their elaboration. What are the historical roots of systematic design methods and theories? This is our main research issue. More precisely, in this paper we address three questions: 1) Why did theories and methods of systematic design come about? (Q1) 2) Which specific features characterize the design theory (or theories) that underlie these systematic design methods? (Q2) 3) What is their area of relevance -ie what were their fundamental hypotheses regarding the relevant uses and users of these methods? (Q3) In the first part we detail our theoretical background and research method; in the three following parts we investigate the above-mentioned questions at three historical moments, considered the main sources of the elaboration of systematic design methods.
Theoretical background and research method
Before giving more details of the research hypotheses linked to these three research questions, we would like to insist on the subject of this paper. We do not intend to provide evidence to validate the (design) methods or to compare the methods related to real cases. Our aim is to characterize and compare the theories, ie the formal elaborations behind the methods. A method is a reasoned process for action; there is an explicit or tacit theory underlying this reasoned process. For instance, in statistics the parameters of a distribution can be estimated using the method of maximum likelihood or the Bayesian estimation method. The two methods can be compared in one specific statistical exercise; still an attempt can be made to identify the statistical theories underlying them, ie classical statistical inference in the former and Bayesian statistical decision theory in the latter case. In this second perspective, these statistical frameworks can then be compared in terms of their hypotheses, consistency, etc. and their relationship to one another (is one more general than the other?) In this paper, we address the design theories underlying the methods that were developed in Germany and built the corpus of the systematic design methods. Our research questions correspond to three features of the underlying theoretical elaborations. For Q1, what is the action logic that led the authors to propose the theories? For Q2, what are the main features of the theories? For Q3, what is the area of relevance of the theories? Let us start with more details of the theoretical background to these questions. Q1: Who produced design theories and methods and what was the action logic of the authors? Two approaches are often contrasted (Finger and Dixon 1989) : the authors either 'describe' existing practices (descriptive theories) or try to impose modes of thinking stemming from formal research hal-00870336, version 1 -7 Oct 2013 (normative theories). This distinction relies on two features that we will analyse for each theory/method: a) Does it describe actual practices or does it propose a new practice? We will analyse how the authors described the practices of their time and how they compared with the contemporary manuals that they considered to be the contemporary reference. We will show that the theories and methods in our historical sample took into account existing practices but proposed new forms of actions that did not correspond exactly to the practices (they were often considered "too abstract" by their contemporaries); b) What are the authors' claims? Do they claim to seek precision, rigour or efficiency? We will study the authors' explanations concerning the origins and motivations of their works. We will analyse the authors' claims and some testimonies given by the 'customers' (former students who became technicians or chief engineers; entrepreneurs). Note that these testimonies cannot be considered as proof of the efficiency of the theory/method but only as proof of the nature of the claims. These elements will show that most of the theories and methods claim to improve design practice by inventing new forms of action.
On this basis, we propose that design theories and methods were actually developed with a logic of rationalization, ie the invention of a new form of action, neither a description nor a purely formal construction disconnected from action.
Q2: Which specific features characterize the design theory (or theories) that underlie these systematic design methods? Heymann (Heymann 2005) for instance characterized the methods by the relative importance they gave to scientific knowledge and practical experience. Are the theories underlying these methods theories of objects, of machines, forces or mechanics? Or are they 'theories of the method'? In the latter case, in what respect were they specific compared, for instance, with work on experimental methods, on epistemology, on logic or on optimisation and problem-solving methods? To answer this question, we rely on a general design reasoning model, C-K design theory (Hatchuel and Weil 2003; Hatchuel and Weil 2009 ). C-K theory makes use of two spaces: (1) Kthe knowledge space -is a space of propositions that have a logical status; and (2) C -the concepts space -is a space containing concepts that are propositions, or groups of propositions that have no logical status (ie are undecidable propositions) in K. This means that when a concept is formulated, it is impossible to prove that it is a proposition in K. Design is defined as a process that generates concepts from an existing concept or transforms a concept into knowledge, ie propositions in K. Concepts can only be partitioned, they can not be "explored" in C only, since their exploration requires to add attributes coming from K. If we add new properties (K→C) to a concept, we partition the C-set into subsets; if we subtract properties, we include the set in a set that contains it. No other operation is permitted. After partitioning or inclusion, concepts may still remain concepts (C→C), or can lead to the creation of new propositions in K (C→K). The two spaces and four operators (including the K→K) are shown in Figure 1 . A space of concepts is always tree structured as the only operations allowed are partitions and inclusions and the tree has an initial set of disjunctions.
Figure 1: The design square modelled by C-K theory (Hatchuel and Weil 2003) In this perspective, design theories can be interpreted as a particular class of the C-K theory, specifying certain structures in the knowledge space (object modelling, structuring of knowledge into professions and disciplines, entity-relation structure, type of logic, etc.), certain structures of C or structures for operators (for decision-making, evaluation, creativity, etc.) (Kazakçi et al. 2008 ).
The theory is therefore a combination of structures in K (models of known), those in C (tiering of gradual refinements) and the operators (divergence, evaluation and selection at each level). In this way, the formal framework provides a basis for discussions on the critical elements gradually provided by the proposed theories. Do the efforts target the K structures, the C structures, or those of the operators? More precisely, we will rely on C-K theory to describe, for each method, two facets: a) The type of knowledge and knowledge operators (KK) it uses: wee call it the language of the known, on which the method is based. This language often takes the form of rules that apply to known objects.
b) The type of CK, KC and CC, and combinations of operators linked to C-space that the method uses: these operators link the unknown (C) to the known (K). They build a language of the unknown. Like any language, it can be both semantically and syntactically rich. Semantic refers to the type of meaning the language conveys; syntax refers to the laws that rule a rigorous sentence in the language. Here again, we will find 'rules', but ones that organize the relationship between the known and the unknown. We show that most of the design theories and methods that we analysed are not limited to a language of the known (whether scientific or not) but in fact consist in building a language of the unknown related to the known. Q3: What is the area of relevance of the methods -ie what were their fundamental hypotheses regarding the relevant uses and users of these methods? The relevant uses and users correspond to classical criteria used to characterize design methods and theories, ie generativity and robustness. Generativity is the capacity to generate a 'novel' object with desired properties, different from any other known object and that cannot be deduced from existing knowledge (Hatchuel et al. 2011) . It can be characterized by the variety and originality of the objects that a theory/method is supposed to address, ie the relevant uses of the method. More formally, based on C-K theory, it can be characterized by the K-expansions and Cexpansions that a method/theory will enable, given the initial knowledge. Robustness is the capacity of a design to meet expected levels of performance in spite of variations in context and users. It can be characterized by the knowledge that the user has to add to make use of the theory/method. The more knowledge a user has to add, the less robust the method. Note that to test whether a method is 'efficient' in practice, the user(s)' ability to fulfil these conditions must be taken into account. Or to put it another way, if a method doesn't work 'in (one) practice' this might be due to the fact that the user(s) failed to fulfil the prerequisites of the theory. Once again, more formally, we can identify these prerequisites based on C-K theory: they are the Ks and operations that are not formalized in the method/theory but are still indispensable to describe a design process based on the method under investigation. The more such conditions exist, the more prerequisites the user has to fulfil, or conversely, the less the chances of a lay user obtaining a final conjunction by using the method, ie the weaker the 'conjunctive power' of the method. Hence, for each method, we will characterize the type of variety and originality it can address -its generativity --and the kind of prerequisites the users have to meet, which will characterize the robustness of the method and its conjunctive power. We show that over time, design theory/methods tend to increase in generativity while remaining reasonably robust.
Based on this research background, our research method unfolds as follows: 1-Focus on main historical moments. As we could not examine all the methods and theories in German history from the 19 th and 20 th centuries, we focused on seminal ones, ie the theories and methods that were largely discussed, accepted, widespread and finally used as references by the authors in the following period. In that sense we followed a 'genealogical perspective': we identified the roots of the contemporary systematic design methods and the roots of these roots. We identified three main moments: the method of ratios and the origins of machine design theories, the first Maschinenbau theory in the 1850s ; the tentative to solve the "opposition between theory and practice" that resulted in new types of "machine elements" at the turn of the century; and the birth of systematic construction in the post-war German Democratic Republic. 2-Use of multiple historical sources. We relied on works by the German historians of design methods/theories Wolfgang König (König 1999) We also studied the industrial context of the time and the leading corporations with which many of these professors were in contact 6 . These sources will be indicated when necessary in the following text. It is interesting to note that the main historical sources were not translated into English, which may explain why several elements of this history are hardly covered at all in the English literature. This also raises some translation issues, already mentioned by Wallace in his translation of Pahl & Beitz' Konstruktionslehre (Wallace and Blessing 2000) . In the following, we follow the choices made by Ken Wallace, departing from them for just one term, Konstruktion. We consider that although 'design' is a correct translation of the term, it might be misleading in the context of this paper and we prefer the term 'construction', closer to the German word. There are other words in German for design (Entwerfen, Gestaltung, etc.), so we account for the fact that the authors used the term 'Konstruktion' and not another one; conversely construction can also mean 'creation' in English. 3-Analysis of the design theories underlying the methods. We analyse the method/theory based on the above-mentioned theoretical framework: a) We characterize the context, the type of products and the design issues of the time and the methods developed by the authors; b) we identify the intention of the authors, and analyse the way they position themselves their contribution by comparison with other works and references; c) Since the distinction between theory and method was not always made by the authors themselves, when necessary, we characterize the design reasoning behind the method, at least the elements of a formal design reasoning that are apparent in the method, when analysed through the lens of C-K theory. d) We characterize the generative and conjunctive power of each method/theory. In the remaining we will often have to provide some historical elements regarding the contexts and the authors of the design methods, referring to historical works. We consider that these elements might help the non-historian to better understand some of the roots of systematic design. These elements significantly lengthen the paper. We apologize to our expert readers who already know these elements. In each of the following parts, they can directly go two the paragraphs where we answer our research questions for each time period.
3. The method of ratios, a first language in the unknown (Redtenbacher 1850).
Industrial context and presentation of the method of ratios
Pahl and Beitz considered that the first person to write a theory of machine construction was Ferdinand Redtenbacher. The method of ratios (Verhältnissmethode) provided a set of rules to design a new object of a known type, this object being adapted to a specific context/customer. First, it provided all the necessary knowledge on the object type (waterwheel, locomotive, etc. in the form of a set of rules resulting from previous works (by other engineers and scientists) and completed by the author. These rules stemmed from observations of the known objects of this type. They were models of the known objects. They provided relationships between the parts of the machine or between parts and properties of the machine. They were the 'axioms' that, according to Redtenbacher, had to be shared by all the future machines of the same type. Second, the method provided designers with a series of steps to be followed to design a new object of this type using the rules. Beginning with a very general brief of the machine ("a new waterwheel for Mr. XXX"), it used a sequence of ratios and abacus to gradually define the object, starting with the main features of the customer's requirements and the parts with the greatest load and finishing with the smallest details of the machine, until a point where it becomes possible to build it. We can illustrate how the method works by looking at a simple case: designing waterwheels (Redtenbacher 1858). In the first part of the book (Chapters 1 to 3), Redtenbacher made a state of the art review, gradually formulating a series of "equations of effects" relating to the performance and dimensions of waterwheels. He based his arguments on work by Poncelet (Poncelet 1827) , Navier and Morin, but also by Smeaton, (although his experiments dated back to 1759) (Smeaton 1810) , and also gave the results of his own experiments. As Redtenbacher wrote: "One would have thought that wheels were already widely known and that practical, scientific treatment would no longer be of value today." However, most of the work on the subject only took into account the height of fall, the quantity of water, the speed of water flow and the speed of entry. For example, Smeaton's study used an experimental device to find the height at which the water should hit the wheel to take the most advantage of the movement (see figure below). But these studies did not look at any particular features of the wheel or its immediate environment. For example, there were no equations for the size of the wheel, its diameter and width, nothing about choosing blades or buckets, about the number of buckets or their shape, about the depth at which the wheel should plunge into the water, about care to be taken in assembly and in controlling leakage. All these limitations meant that designers could not use the scientific results that had been obtained by then. This is why, still in the first part of his works, Redtenbacher completed the state of the art review with comprehensive models of existing machinery, grouped by main types. Up to this point, Redtenbacher's work was not significantly original. Indeed, it is interesting to note that at the same time, in the US, scientists of the famous Franklin Institute of Philadelphia were attempting to gain knowledge on water wheels and made a series of 'full-scale trials' to get accurate results on water-power efficiency (Sinclair 1974) Once he had built up these major descriptive models, Redtenbacher went on to the second, most original part of the book: the method of ratios. The method began by following the main stages of a fictitious dialogue between a designer-entrepreneur and a client. According to Redtenbacher, the first question concerned the budget that the client was prepared to devote to the structure as, depending on the answer, the designer could choose between a wooden and a metal wheel, the performance and size equations being very different for the two options. Once the material was chosen, two other questions had to be answered: the height of fall of the water flow and the usable flow (or the expected power generated on the shaft, which comes to the same thing). The designer then used a chart (see graph below) to help choose the best type of wheel depending on the height and the flow. For instance, overshot wheels were suitable for mountain streams, with large heights of fall and low rates of flow, whereas undershot (or Poncelet) wheels were better for water flows in plains, with low heights of fall and high rates of flow. At this stage, the method enabled the designer to choose a class of wheel by evaluating the expected performance, but without having to specify all the dimensions. At that time, this was the most critical part of the reasoning for Redtenbacher, as he had observed that most wheels were poorly adapted to their environment. The second phase in selecting the dimensions consisted in specifying step by step all the parts of the construction, following methods of calculation or plans (proposed in the book) which were dimensionless and also showed the ratios between the parts. The last part concerned what could be called 'finalisation': Redtenbacher recalled the formulas for theoretical performance and the measurement technique for real performance, inviting designers to compare the performance measured on the construction with the theoretical performance and indicating how to improve the real performance of nearly completed wheels.
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In the latter part of the calculation, Redtenbacher noted that his method helped check the performance, "remove imperfections" and "relate all the uncertainties to solid rules."
The method of ratios was not new; Redtenbacher himself recognized that it came from architecture. König pointed out that before Redtenbacher a similar method had been used by English and German mechanics (König 1999) (p. 24) . But König also noted that Redtenbacher deserves the credit for introducing the method on such a wide scale, in polytechnic schools and in industrial practices. Up to the 1880s, all the manuals and technical handbooks were based on the method of ratios. Moreover, despite the criticism it received at the end of the century, it was still widely used. There was wide recognition of Redtenbacher's contribution among German engineers in the 19 th century, as proved by the many tributes paid to him by professors and students and by the subsequent careers of his assistants. Another symptom was the dedication "to Professor Redtenbacher from one of his admirers", made by Edouard Beugniot, director of the André Köchlin locomotive works in Mulhouse, in a notebook with drawings of construction plans for locomotives. According to Keller who tells the anecdote, Beugniot apparently used Redtenbacher book "die Gesetze des Lokomotivenbaues", published just before 1860 (Keller 1910) .
Q1: Why did theories and methods of systematic design come about?
Now that the context and the method are presented, we would like to analyse the origins of the method. 1-It is important to underline that Redtenbacher was very close to the industry. In 1833, at the age of 24, he was appointed to the Zurich Polytechnikum as professor of mathematics and geometry. In Zurich, he met the director of the machine construction works Escher-Wyss, Hans Caspar Escher, and his son Albert. A few sources (Henderson 1968; Musson and Robinson 1969 ; Smiles 1874 ; Peter 1956 ; Hoigné 1916) show that with Escher-Wyss, Ferdinand Redtenbacher was in contact with the high technology of the time (Kretzschmann 1865) in a company that sought to imitate or even surpass its competitors in Great Britain. The company's reputation was such that in 1845 the Manchester Guardian wrote that "nowhere in England can one acquire such a good technical education as under Caspar Escher in the Zürich Neumühle" (quoted by Henderson, (Henderson 1968) ). At Escher-Wyss, Redtenbacher conducted several series of observations, carried out trials and noted a set of essential indications for the practical functioning of machines. He built up a corpus of studies, recordings, sketches and calculations on the company's different machinery (waterwheels, turbines, land and naval steam engines, etc.). His introductory comments in his books show that he was aware of the limits of designers of his time, who tend to reproduce known objects instead of redesigning customized machines. 2-He proposed a method that was original. He was himself clearly aware of the UK and French alternatives but tried to develop a new one. In the text he wrote for the 1858 book on Karlsruhe {Bader, 1858 #2730}, he explained why it was not possible to follow the English way: "On the continent, we have neither the financial resources nor the wide experience in exercising all the specialities that would enable us to take the path of pure empiricism. We are therefore obliged to replace or endure the lack of money and the limited experience with intelligent strength and scientific unity" (cited by {Fuchs, 1959 #901}). French engineers, scientists and professors had already shown the same concern to upgrade industry (Dupin 1825) . For instance, Jean-Victor Poncelet, a graduate of École Polytechnique, taught an introductory course on industrial mechanics at the École du Génie in Metz (École Mézière, practice school for École Polytechnique) (first published in 1828). Considered that the 'general principle of live forces', or the transmission of work, should dominate in his teaching in order to "spread throughout the industrial class doctrines of indisputable utility that it would be detrimental not to know, making it familiar with notions which, in the past, were almost exclusively shared by a small number of engineers." (Poncelet 1870 ; de Comberousse 1874) The aim was therefore to upgrade industry by making the results of mechanical sciences available to the greatest number of people. Redtenbacher was aware of this teaching (Keller 1910 ), but he voluntarily distanced himself from it. It was undoubtedly this sort of class that he had in mind when he wrote the following in his preface to Resultate für den Maschinenbau: "With the principles of mechanics, machines cannot be invented, because to do so, apart from a talent for invention, one also requires precise knowledge of the mechanical process for which the machine is to be used. With the principles of mechanics, sketches of machines cannot be made, because a sense of composition, arrangement and forming is also required. With the principles of mechanics, no machines can be made as this hal-00870336, version 1 -7 Oct 2013 requires practical knowledge of the materials to be worked and experience in handling tools and auxiliary equipment. With the principles of mechanics, one cannot manage an industrial business, as this requires a strong personality and knowledge of commercial affairs" (in {Redtenbacher, 1852 #917}). The Resultate were translated into French in 1861 (to our knowledge, they were not translated into English). The preface dated 1848 was also translated, almost entirely. However, the above paragraph was not included in the French translation! It was hard not to see, of course, that it was harsh criticism of upgrading through science. Hence Redtenbacher's programme was to provide a method that: 1) helped save on experimental learning; 2) not only covered knowledge in mechanical sciences but also mechanical processes and conditions of use, questions of composition, arrangement and forming (ie a truly architectural knowledge of the machine 7 ), materials, procedures and tools, commercial questions and even the personality of the designer-entrepreneur! 3-He proposed a method designed to effectively train designers. With this method "after two or three months training, all beginners in machine construction should be capable of constructing each part of a machine to meet given conditions." According to Redtenbacher, the method was good because it could be taught easily and rapidly and because designers could use it in a large number of situations and find solutions that they knew were not optimal, but which were nonetheless satisfactory. Hence it was not a "speculative" construction. Redtenbacher really aimed to improve design activity. However, it was not a "descriptive" theory either. The method did not correspond to established practices, to say the least. A symptom of this "non-descriptiveness" was that in fact, Redtenbacher's method was not easily accepted. First of all, many people considered this education too theoretical. In addition, certain professors refused to use the method, which they considered to be a dry collection of formulas and tables with no scientific grounding. For example, Kankelwitz, professor at the Stuttgart Polytechnikum, declared to one of his students: "For as long as I am in our school, no one will have the right to use any of Redtenbacher's books" (Keller 1910) . The method was of course widely disseminated despite this, but the resistance proved that it was seen as imposing new forms of action and reasoning that were far removed from the established practices and doctrines.
Q2: the specific features that characterize Redtenbacher's method: a language of the unknown What were the specific features of the Redtenbacher's Maschinenbau? C-K formal framework helps to characterize two contributions, that are clearly distinguished in Redtenbacher works: Redtenbacher was very careful, in his classes and his manuals, to separate the part where he built 'complete theories' on existing objects (eg, Chapters 1 to 3 on wheels) from the part where he proposed an approach for gradually determining unknown objects. 1) A language of the known: in the 'first part' Redtenbacher gathered all the knowledge available on existing objects, coming from scientific experiments as well as practical experience and any other sources. People commenting on Redtenbacher's works were struck by his pluralism, as he did not choose between different means such as formulas, estimates, calculations, measurements, experiments or simply experience and guesswork. Redtenbacher made great efforts to synthesize and even complete and reorganize this knowledge and to propose models of the known objects. So far, Redtenbacher had provided a set of rules for known objects and these methods are all in K space 8 . This built the initial knowledge base for the designer. 2) A language of the unknown: on the other hand, Redtenbacher also provided a way to make use of this knowledge to work on objects that did not exist yet: in C-K theory, the method deals with the relationship between space C and space K. In the second part of his books, Redtenbacher proposed a list of questions to be answered by designer. The list was highly structured, with three different types of questions (see Figure 4 below):
1-Based on an initial concept (eg "a new machine for Mr. xxx") the first questions aim to guide the dialogue with the customer so that the latter provides relevant, specific types of knowledge (budget, environment of the machine, etc.). 2-The ratios themselves gradually help to calculate the critical dimensions of the machine.
Step by step, the unknown object becomes more and more defined. 3-In the end, the designer is guided in the finalisation phase: he is taught how to measure the real performance of the unfinished wheel, how to calculate the theoretical, expected performance and how to improve the design of the waterwheel to bring it as close as possible to the expected performance. This sequence has three main features:
-Each question links C and K and helps to sophisticate concepts by making use of knowledge, available in the K-space. It also helps to distinguish the unknown (concept, the unknown waterwheel) and the known (knowledge, known ratios, based on existing objects). It adds attributes step by step, but the unknown object is not confused with an existing one. In this sense, this is the 'semantics' of the unknown, in contrast to the known. -The sequence of questions converges towards a final object. There is an order in the sequence, to finally build the unknown object. This is the 'syntax' of the unknown, to build a new object. -Even more: at certain critical points, the unknown guides the creation of knowledge (eg.
the water wheel for Mr. xxx" leads to explore what is the budget of Mr. xxx and the location of the future wheel) This sequence of questions hence builds a complete language of the unknown, with proper semantics and syntax, making use of the known but clearly distinguished from it. The classical teaching in mechanics inferred that the model in K was sufficient for designing, as if the model in C could be deduced easily from K. What is surprising in Redtenbacher's method is that the language of the unknown had a very different structure from that of the object model. The object model established relationships between the (known) object's attributes, whereas the method of ratios clarified the order in which the attributes that determine the (unknown) object should be added. This is why it can be said that the theory underlying Redtenbacher's method was not a theory of existing objects but a theory for constructing still partially unknown objects using knowns. This is undoubtedly its main value (see diagram below). The diagram above shows the contribution of the theory of ratios. The complete theories on existing objects are represented in K; the method also provides a language (in K) that helps to organize the relationship between rules based on known objects (in K) and unknown objects (in C) and organize the steps of reasoning hal-00870336, version 1 -7 Oct 2013 from a largely unknown object (a new waterwheel adapted to its context) to a finalized waterwheel. The elements provided by the designer and not included in the theory are shown on a white background. "δK" boxes indicate the knowledge on existing objects to be acquired by the designer when he follows the method (K-expansions guided by the unkown).
Q3 area of relevance: the relevant uses (generative power) and users (conjunctive power) of these methods 1) Generative power. Which uses did the method target? Redtenbacher made very few claims in respect to innovation: the method served to treat problems in which the designer was already very knowledgeable. Many of the machines covered in his books were not the high technology machines of the time. In 1843, when Watt's steam engine was already over 60 years old, Redtenbacher was still writing about waterwheels! But we know how misleading the term 'innovation' can be. Far from looking for one single achievement, Redtenbacher was concerned with the challenge of industrial catch-up. This is largely testified by his carreer at Karlsruhe (see in particular {Fuchs, 1959 #901} ; see also {Bader, 1858 #2730}) and more specifically by his work on objects like water wheels. The idea was to provide, as quickly as possible, a cheap, efficient source of energy suited to the needs of the rapidly expanding industries of the time (particularly the textile industry). It was not even a question of making a 'perfect' waterwheel (contrary to Poncelet, whose aim was to find a wheel that transmitted the entire momentum of the water flow to the shaft); Redtenbacher sought to provide tools for designing a variety of different wheels that were well suited to their environments. He considered that without a method, designers tend to reproduce what they know, building machines that are ill-adapted to their context. They are 'fixed': what they know restricts the exploration of the unknown. More precisely, C-K analysis shows that the method could be used for concepts for which there was already a complete theory for the associated known objects and a series of ratios built on this complete theory. A specific method was required for waterwheels, locomotives, etc. and the objects were supposed to be built with the same materials and technical principles, for stable uses, etc. The method is not independent of the object and each unknown object has to be known to a very large extent. These conditions may appear to be restrictive, but they were nonetheless met by numerous classes of objects in the industrial context of the 19th century. The method helped to efficiently create objects derived from 'known' objects and configured to suit specific situations. This describes the generative power of the method. 2) Conjunctive capacity: the second criterion of relevance, conjunctive capacity (robustness), can be appreciated through the conditions required for the method to be used. How robust was the method for different users? Did the method make strong assumptions or not concerning the designers' capacities? For all the objects to which it was applicable, Redtenbacher's method only required the designer to: 1) know how to talk with the client (even then, it codified the dialogue); 2) know how to calculate using ratios and know how to read charts and 3) know how to deal with finalisation (even then, it set the parameters on which to act and the levels of performance to attain). In other words, the method required practically no additional production of knowledge during the process. It should be noted that the designers' knowledge of existing machines (their level of expertise) was not critical since the method supplied the knowledge if they lacked it; in certain cases, the method even spared the designers from having to acquire complex knowledge. We can therefore say that Redtenbacher's method had a high conjunctive capacity.
Conclusion: the first theory of expansion in aid of industrial development
Our analysis of the birth of the first machine design theory provides answers to our three questions: 1) First of all, we show that the theory was neither a description of designers' practices at that time (descriptive) nor a purely speculative construction. It can be said that it aimed to rationalize design: taking into account the context and the stakes, it proposed, on the basis of an original formal model, a means of very profoundly transforming collective practices. 2) Relying on and extending upon works by theorists in industrial science and mechanics, Redtenbacher built a general theory of rules for existing objects (which was not really original) but then he completed these models by a structured language for designing unknown objects based on these models -and this was extremely original. As their 'phylogenetic' ancestor, it is vital to all contemporary design theories: with many of them, this far-off forebear shares the concern to stabilise the knowledge base and to propose an integrated process defining all the stages hal-00870336, version 1 -7 Oct 2013 designers should follow to move from unknowns to knowns. It was based on the 'engineering sciences' of the time although it clearly distinguished itself from them. This language of the unknown appears as a specific feature of design theories/methods. 3) However, the method of ratios tended to freeze the knowledge base as it did not enable designers to integrate new knowledge and left the users of the method very few intermediate design spaces. Redtenbacher's parametric design tended to make design automatic, as the only space in which users of the method were still designers was finalisation. Hence the method of ratios had a limited generative capacity and a very good conjunctive capacity.
4.
Design theories in 1900s: integrating expansions in knowledge to the detriment of processes?
The continuous debate on design theories since the 1850s reached a climax in the 1890s. The method of ratios was followed by a more complex corpus, in which machine elements played an important role. We shall now examine what this renewed corpus teaches us about design theories and methods.
Industrial context and presentation of the method
At the end of the 19 th century the products had changed enormously since Redtenbacher's times (see {König, 1999 #757 ; Riedler, 1916 Trendelenburg, 1975 Wengenroth, 1990 #869 ; Mauersberger, 1998 . From the 1860s onwards, machines had to run at high speed, high pressure and high temperatures; rapid steam engines meant that it was vital to explore new, more complex phenomena related to dynamic behaviour. New forms of machine also began to appear, such as bicycles, sewing machines, gas engines, automatic turning machines, linotype printing presses, steam turbines, or electrotechnical machine for telegraph communications or public lighting, etc., all requiring knowledge and design capacities in precision mechanics. In this new industrial context, the methods used in the Technische Hoschule and their design teaching began to be severely criticised. In the 1890s, the tensions led to what the protagonists themselves called a 'seven-year war', between the 'theorists' in favour of teaching mechanics with scientific models such as Reuleaux' cinematic and the 'practitioners' who proclaimed themselves 'anti-mathematics' and denounced the over-theorisation of teaching that was too far-removed from practical applications. In this context, some professors developed new methods to teach engineering design, to try, as said by one of them, Carl Bach, "to solve the opposition between theory and practice" {Bach, 1926 #2732}. Wolfgang König considers Carl Bach as one of the best examples of the authors who tried to rebuild Maschinenbau at that time. Contrary to others authors, like Riedler, whose writings were mainly programmatic, Bach presented his views in manuals and education books which, over decades, were recognized as standard works 9 {König, 1998 #758} (p.73).
What did these views consist in? At that time machine design training programs increased the emphasis on machine elements. The teaching focused on the elements which appeared to be the most important, always fulfilling the same functions in the machines. The classical chapters for such classes were machine elements for assembly (nuts and bolts, rivets, etc.); for turning machines (ball bearings, etc.); for the transmission of turning movements from one shaft to another (gear wheels, etc.); for translatory movement, for the transformation of a translatory movement into a turning movement and vice versa, etc. They were often preceded by introductory chapters on the strength of materials. These subjects were already included in the reference works of Redtenbacher and Reuleaux, but their content had been added to considerably by Bach. In his Machine Elements, contrary to Redtenbacher and Reuleaux, Bach avoided using 'ratios' and preferred "a definition of dimensions taken directly from the active forces". 
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Strength of Material, entitled Elasticity and Resistance (Elasticität und Festigkeit), distinguished itself from the works of his predecessors by treating the subject as an experimental science and not just a simple application of mechanics. As he declared in the VDI journal in 1889, he wanted to base the proposed laws on experimental results, whilst avoiding any generalisations that were not based on sufficient experimental material and putting the focus on in situ observation of real processes. Among the significant contributions made by Bach, Mauersberger pointed for example to the clear distinction made between elastic and plastic deformations and the study of the different behaviours of several types of materials (cast iron, wrought iron, steels, high alloy steels, light alloys, etc.), for which he analysed the impact of temperature and thermal treatments, tempering and annealing. Quite unusually for that time, he took great care to specify the scope of validity of the results {Mauersberger, 1998 #2236} The books clearly distinguished the knowledge they could give and the knowledge they wouldn't, because it could be better provided through other means. For instance Bach explains: "regarding the fabrication of the machine elements, we just give the necessary indications […] because a successful course of Maschinenbau made in the interest of the industry requires the young technician to have already fulfilled, if possible, a two-year practical activity in the workshop" {Bach, 1896 #2731}. The new editions updated the results on a regular basis, based on new experiments and remarks sent by professionals (the fifth editions thanked the expert who will make the author aware of imperfections in the book"). These updates also took into account changes in the economic situation. For instance, in the eleventh edition (1913) Bach explained that whereas he had favoured tests with limited structural loads up until then, as this corresponded to the industry's general tendency to prefer long life spans, he now proposed results for greater structural loads as the industrial context lead to more frequent component changes. In the following edition, in 1919, the economic crisis after the First World War led to shortages of materials and therefore to new reductions in structural loads.
Q1: Why new methods, such as new "machine elements", in the 1900s?
What was the aim of Bach's work? 1-Let's first underline that Bach, and more generally the professors of machine construction of this time, were very close to the leading mechanical design firms. Reuleaux was a consultant for Otto and for Mannesmann (seamless tubes), Riedler worked with a number of industrial entrepreneurs, especially Rathenau (whose biography he wrote); Bach worked in industry for a long time and had close relations with Bosch whilst he was a professor; Kesselring worked at Siemens, etc. They were aware of the design issues of the industry of their time: the rapid changes in products and technologies (new processes, new materials) led to recurrent difficulties (breaking of shafts, wheels, etc.), underlining the fact that the technologies were often not sufficiently under control, particularly in terms of design (errors in dimensions, ill-adapted processes, lack of knowledge on the behaviour of materials, etc.). 2-Bach's also knew the limits of the existing methods: on the one hand, he was a strong opponent of the still very pregnant method of ratios. As is wrote in his memoirs: in 1876, he was managing director of Lausitzer Maschinenfabrik in Bautzen where he organized the development of a new waterwheel business. In a report to VDI, he explains that he couldn't use the ratios established by Redtenbacher because they were no longer adapted to existing materials, components, evaluation criteria, etc. so that he had to carry out a large number of laboratory tests himself {Bach, 1926 #2732} (Mauersberger 1998 ). On the other hand, when the method of ratio disappeared, it was often replaced by a strong division between "practice" and "theory". Bach explains that in the 1870s, several courses in Machine construction were divided into "theoretical teaching of machines" and "practical construction of machines" and this division led to a growing gap between both parts, "in which people from both side threw things that didn't suit them or that they couldn't address with the available means" {Bach, 1926 #2732}. 3-Bach proposes new ways to teach machine construction, following one strong idea {Bach, 1926 #2732}: « between the scientific foundations of an area and the practice, there can't be any opposition, when the scientific foundations are actually what you can expect from them. If one implies with « scientific foundation » the systematic arrangement of all pieces of knowledge that you get on one object, then there can't be any opposition with the actual ratios. At most, there can be something not yet known or not yet clarified, but no opposition. » Hence to face the challenge
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of overcoming the tension between theory and praxis, Bach made the hypothesis of a scientific unity of the existing object and looked for a method to provide the relevant knowledge. To reach this knowledge unity, Bach relied on multiple sources of knowledge. In his books, he combined data coming from scientific experiments and new methods of calculations adapted to complex technical problems. But his books were only the visible part of a large iceberg. Bach recommends to use two other sources of knowledge: in his prefaces to machine elements he strongly advocated education by practical training the in the workshop, "not only to know material behaviours, tools and machines, and usual forms of machine design but also, by direct contact and proper cooperation, to learn to assess the workers and to deal with them"; on the other hand he explains in his memoir how strong he fought to create a testing lab at his university. Hence Bach's books were actually pieces in a much broader "method" that was truly prescriptive: based on the design issues of his time he proposed a method to improve knowledge and knowledge production on the machine of his time.
Q2: the specific features that characterize the underlying (partial) design theory: integrating different forms of knowledge production Now that we have clarified the logic of Bach's method, we characterize it in a design framework. 1) Language of the known: following Bach himself, it appears clearly that his method led to provide the designer with a comprehensive knowledge base with strong properties: 1-it was taking into account several types of knowledge (models, scientific experiments, practical experiments, knowledge on materials, processes, tools and even workers…); 2-it was up-to-date: the multiple editions of his books provided updated data on materials, models and performance criteria 3-it was "expandable", in the sense that the user was also trained to produce knowledge (or to order knowledge production) in testing laboratories. 4-the attention paid to the scope of validity helped to specify the boundaries of the known and the unknown. The designers could ensure that they remained within the known. This method had the advantage of offering designers an easily activated knowledge base for solving the traditional problems, leaving them free to concentrate on the critical parts of the object. Diesel's enthusiasm for Bach's machine elements is easy to understand in this respect, when the latter declared: "At the beginning of the 1890s, when I began to build my engine, the method (of ratios) failed completely. Due to the enormous pressure produced in the engine and levels of friction in the sliding parts that had never been seen before, I was obliged to examine as accurately as possible each component's fatigue and to study the question of the materials themselves. Not even minor details could be left to chance with ratios and safety factors." In this state of confusion, Diesel discovered the second edition of Bach's Machine Elements. He was so "enthusiastic" that he decided to abandon his engine and first take the time to read the book from cover to cover. "The time was not wasted because I was then able to construct; the book helped me feel, in every machine component, what was following its course, just like a gymnast, through his exercises, feels how his limbs are tensed, compressed or curved." 2) Language of the unknown? This method was a powerful means to describe the known. But it offered few solutions for using the rules for unknown objects. In C-K terms, they did not provide guidelines for operators between C and K (see Figure 5 below): strictly speaking, in the C-K framework, the design methods only helped designers add to the initial concept, 'a new machine', the attributes (the constraint), "with the known (and most recent) machine elements". But it did not explain how to make use of them. In this sense, the methods did not really provide a language of the unknown; they mainly worked on the K-space, in the same way as French scientists at Ecole Polytechnique or Diderot's Encyclopaedia; with one major difference: they provided techniques for regularly updating the knowledge base and creating knowledge on known objects.
In a context of growing numbers of rules, the question of languages of the unknown, which
Redtenbacher had answered with a parametric model, was addressed once again, but no formal answer was found. Note that this probably explains why the method of ratios was still applied late in the century. At the beginning of the century, construction viewpoints were developed to stabilise languages for the value of the design of unknown objects (Laudien 1931) . These constructions viewpoints provided designers with evaluation criteria for combining the elements into a 'good' design. For example, simplify the external shape; favour straight lines; prefer a single piece rather than assembling several pieces; build small, etc. However, these construction viewpoints were also languages for the known. They helped to evaluate objects that had already been designed, but were more difficult to use during the design process.
In this period, the only traces of a structured 'language' of the design process, ie of the operators enabling designers to link C to K and K to C, were forms of 'project-based' education, based on series of exercises given depending on the degree of 'unknowns' involved (Engelmeyer 1895) and tools for assessing sketches that helped organize more effective trial and error processes (Kesselring 1942 ).
Figure 5 : Elements of design theory available in 1920, interpreted using C-K design theory.
Machine elements and viewpoints appear in K, as knowledge on existing objects. The formal framework proposes little in terms of languages of the unknown. The method doesn't provide a complete language of the unknown to organize the relationship between C and K (see first row in K). The designer has to rely on his own experience to combine machine elements into a machine or to create new machine elements.
Q3: generative and conjunctive capacity -the limits of incomplete languages

1) Generative capacity?
Just as Redtenbacher's work did not aim to design innovative machines but to make overall improvements to design capacities, works in the period from 1880 to 1920 essentially aimed to improve robustness in designing wide families of products. These works did not create the new products of the second industrial revolution (electrotechnology, precision mechanics, heat engines, etc.) but contributed to their future development. They favoured the design of products respecting increasingly complex 'conditions of existence' (sophisticated, multifunctional criteria, increasing importance of economic criteria, etc.), if not with minimal, at least with controlled design efforts. Hence, they seemingly had high generative capacity. However, this apparent extension of the space of designable objects had certain limits. We have seen that these methods helped to design objects on known machine element models. But they didn't present ways to create machine elements. The machine elements were gradually transformed into norms which imposed themselves on designers. Standards offices were first created in companies (for example, in 1890 at Siemens) and then on a national level (VDI's Deutsche Normen Auschuss started its work in 1917 and gradually became recognized as the national standards body). In the 1950s, Tschochner, professor and engineer, considered that they tended to limit creative imagination (schöpferische Phantasie) (Tschochner 1957) . The generative capacity of the method was therefore quite limited. 2) Conjunctive capacity: what capacities were required by the designers who were to use the methods? In cases where only elementary components were needed, the designer simply had to know how to choose from a (rich, well-organized) catalogue. In cases when whole machines were to be designed, the methods offered few means for organizing the design reasoning. It proved to be a delicate exercise; a great deal of knowledge had to be added, for the most part produced as the design reasoning emerged. Diesel spent another ten years perfecting his engine after reading Bach (Bryant 1976 )! This is explained by the fact that the method helped to avoid some explorations (on machine elements) but gave no advice for designing a whole machine. The design exercises required 'talented', 'experienced' designers. For 'new machines' the methods' conjunctive capacity was therefore weak.
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As such talented designers were often lacking and there was no formal framework for effective initial explorations, downstream constraints became dominant and even led to standardisation in the types of machines produced (Typisierung), to limit design efforts at the level of the complete machine. The watchword at AEG, as in many other firms, was "invent less, construct more" (Weniger erfinden, mehr konstruieren). Hence, as the methods available at the beginning of the 20 th century did not cover the whole design process, they had a limited conjunctive capacity, meaning that the 'average' designer could not take advantage of their generative capacity.
To conclude: in an attempt to integrate knowledge production into design reasoning, machine elements and construction viewpoints proposed new languages of the known but failed to propose related languages of the unknown. This resulted in limited conjunctive and generative capacity.
Systematic design in the 1950s: an effective formal framework for resisting fixation by knowns
In post-war Germany, several methods could be related to 'systematic design', ie a systematic design process for constructing new objects based on known ones. Historical works {Heymann, 2005 #2141} have shown that the origin of these methods can be found in the 1950s, in the German Democratic Republic. We will show that it emerged in a context of rationalization of intellectual work and resulted in proposals for a renewed language of the unknown.
Context and methods
The method takes its roots in a company, Carl Zeiss Jena (CZJ), in the GDR in the 1950s. At that time, CZJ, a leading manufacturer in precision mechanics and scientific instruments, was in great need of design rationalization: following twelve years of Nazism and six years of war, the firm was first occupied by the Americans, who sent 146 of the research centre's researchers to the western zone, and then by the Russians who took apart the machinery and sent it east to Russia. In the years that followed, the available scientists and designers emigrated to the west, or were requisitioned by the Russians. There was a great need to rebuild, but with very limited resources. The political context was very favourable to rationalization. The GDR launched policies based on technological progress and participative innovation (Neuererbewegung). In many places, the methods initiated by the Innovation Movement were poorly disseminated, with the notable exception of the 'systematic construction' (Konstruktionssystematik) -which underlay the training programmes at Carl Zeiss Jena -developed by the engineers Friedrich Hansen, Werner Bischoff and Arthur Bock, engineers at CZJ and then professors at the newly created Hochschule Elektrotechnik in Ilmenau. Systematic construction got a large success. At Zeiss, Heymann reports: "For small constructions, the method allows for savings of around 25%; for more complex systems, adjustment times could be reduced from 3 months to 2 weeks" (Rühl 1955). The method was disseminated in the GDR, by the school of Ilmenau and by publications. When researchers began to work on computer-aided design tools in the 1960s, a large part of the research programme Autokont was based on it (Anschütz et al. 1969) . The method was also used to organize the relations between research and development (Hansen 1961) . It was also disseminated abroad. Whereas it is generally accepted that flows of knowledge have tended to move, overall, from the west to the east, many German historians believe that systematic construction was one of the few competencies that went from east to west (Heymann 2005) : West German researchers like Rodenacker attended seminars in the GDR and ten years later, when Federal Republic of Germany was confronted to an engineering labour crisis, they presented the systematic construction in the seminars organized on 'the design bottleneck' (EngpassKonstruktion). The notions were further transformed before the reference works on systematic design such as Pahl and Beitz' manuals were published, but the latter contains many traces of the earlier works. This diffusion was also visible in VDI guidelines (VDI 2222 on engineering design methodology, VDI 2220 on product planning, VDI 2223 on embodiment design, VDI 2221 on the development of technical systems and products ) (Motte et al. 2011 ) and in management techniques (stage-gate, V-cycles, value analysis, house of quality, risk management in projects, etc.).
Systematic construction rests on four essential notions: 1. The vital core (Wesenskern) of the design exercise, also called the fundamental principle (Grundprinzip), which contains all the possible solutions 10 ; 2. Each solution is a combination of 'items' whose individual effect is known; 3. Each solution comprises errors, ie "lacks of every kinds" to be reduced to a minimum; 4. The solution with the lowest error is the optimal solution.
The process follows a series of very precise stages (see diagram below (Hansen 1955) ): 1. In a given 'design task' (Aufgabe), preliminary thinking helps determine the fundamental principle formulated in a few clear sentences. Note that this 'fundamental principle' is slightly different from the 'basic principle' put forward in Pahl & Beitz: it is not the identification of a solution principle (see below) but rather an abstract, general statement of the design task that does not preclude any possible solutions
11
. The first stage encourages designers to distinguish between, i) the specifications to be met whatever the circumstances; ii) wishes to be taken into account on an optional basis, possibly with extra costs and iii) objectives to be met as part of overall development, but not necessarily during the design exercise underway. 2. The 'working principles' (Arbeitsprinzipien) are then elaborated by combining elements of solutions including characteristic criteria (Konstruktionsgesichtpunkte or construction viewpoints). These working principles have three main characteristics: 1) they comprise elements of solutions, ie physical systems or particular sub-functions, especially those required for any solution; 2) the elements of solutions are completed by characteristic features (Merkmale, value attributes) that serve to determine, to the greatest possible extent, the characteristics such as materials, processes, forms, energy sources, etc. and 3) working principles must also specify the forms of matching (Abhängigkeitsverhältnis, the relation of dependency) that link the functional elements to one another. The authors insisted on the fact that state-of-the-art reviews should be done as of the second stage. 3. By analysing errors, the designers identify improved working principles (verbesserte Arbeitsprinzipien). 4. They then define all the residual parameters, leading to a production project (Herstellunsunterlagen) Figure 6 : Basic diagram and process for systematic design (Hansen 1955) . (The second representation looks surprisingly like a C-tree in C-K theory)
Q1: Why did theories and methods of systematic design come about? Rationalization of creative work
Just as Redtenbacher did not follow the French way of rationalizing design, Hansen did not follow the classical paths proposed in his time. In a company designing and manufacturing precision devices, finalisation is a critical, often very costly activity, involving long phases of adjustment at the end of production stages. Hansen and his colleagues were looking for a method of rapid finalisation. Traditional solutions consisted in better knowledge management and more norms in order to involve less qualified labour, in providing better working conditions and better tools to improve concentration and task efficiency. But Hansen and his colleagues aimed at "working on the possibility of influencing the cognitive activity itself to ensure that it is not cluttered by going in pointless directions and that any research which does not fit in with a well-defined mode of reasoning is avoided " (Hansen 1955 ).
As they explain, they did not develop the method by observing talented designers, who were often unable to explain what they did and sometimes learnt unconsciously. They worked on the thought process and developed "essential rules of construction in order to deduce from them very generally valid guiding principles for the creative work of design" (Hansen 1955) . They drew up a comprehensive system of construction (geschlossene Systematik) that not only clarified the entire scope of the activity of construction and its methods, but also made it possible to simultaneously rationalize the activity (Bischoff and Hansen 1953 ) (quoted by (Heymann 2005), p. 155) . Hence this early form of systematic design i) was more than a 'mere' description of practices but ii) was not a speculative theoretical proposal. It aimed to create new forms of collective design action.
Q2: the specific features that characterize the underlying design theory: rules and languages to overcome 'fixation effects' in the unknown
How does the method deal with the unknown and the known? The reasoning is based on kind of 'regression': for an unknown object Y, the aim is to find the variables X i (the known items) and the associated regression model f(X i ) which provide the best behaviour prediction for the object Y=f(X i ) + ε, in the sense of minimising the error function ε = Y-f(X i ). The aim is to find the function f(X i ), based on known items and known combinations, that determines the unknown object to the greatest possible extent. The process to get a good "regression" of the unknown on to the known can be analysed as interactions between the C space and the K space. We represent this sequence in the C-K graph below (Figure 7 ). This helps identify the following critical operators:
1. K C: in this initial phase, the "task" is transformed into a Grundprinzip, or fundamental principle. The authors particularly stressed its importance: "Although such and such a solution has already emerged, it is important to clarify a fundamental principle. This step towards the abstract is needed to help find possibilities for new outputs, despite a lack of experience", p. 10 (Hansen 1955) . The "fundamental principle" appears as the concept behind the task: whereas the designer might be tempted to directly use the "known" to "solve" the task, the identification of the fundamental principle leads to identify the "unknown" hidden in the task (see in particular the example given by Hansen in {Hansen, 1960 #2286}, p. 46) 2. K K and C K: there are many situations in which the designer is supposed to acquire or create relevant knowledge: regarding the customer and the regulations (first stage), state of the art review (second stage), computations, trials and evaluation (third stage), etc. This knowledge expansion is strongly monitored with two principles: a. Use the unknown to explore broadly: the state of the art review should not be done too early; it should only be done after the designer has proposed some working principles for his fundamental principle, since identifying a variety of alternatives improves the ability to find 'gaps' in the reporting of state of the art reviews and known solutions {Hansen, 1960 #2286}. In C-K terms: the designer should favor CK operators instead of KK ones. The exploration of K is driven by C. b. Knowledge acquisition shouldn't reduce explorations: if the state of the art review is done too early this encourages designers to follow paths which, although they seem promising, may prevent them from exploring potentially even better solutions and put an end to the possibility of constant progress. 3. There is a general logic in the sequence of operators. The authors underlined that the designers should avoid adding properties too quickly to the unknown object at each stage. Hence, the aim of the fundamental principle is to prevent designers from running to the drawing board as soon as the design exercise is launched. The working principles (Arbeitsprinzip) (end of stage 2) can be defined using rough hand sketches only and do not require detailed technical drawings. The second stage, which is essentially physicomathematic, should not be restricted either by considerations relating to materials. The unknowns must be reduced step by step, balancing two forces: avoid fixing the object too early; but also ensure that the process helps to reduce the 'error', ie that it still reduces the unknowns from one step to the next. This sequence corresponds to a general treatment of tolerances: the method precisely accounts for the indeterminacy left by the machine elements in the upstream stages, indeterminacy that had led to rigid types and the renewal of ill-adapted solutions and costly finalisation processes; interdependencies between the elements must not left to the end. They determine the end quality and the time required for finalisation, not only for the geometrical performances but also for optical, signal transmission, tension and / or intensity, temperature performances, etc.
This analysis helps to identify a language of the known, made of knowledge on customer requirements, value attributes, solutions elements, structural relationships…
Hansen and his co-authors addressed the question already raised by Redtenbacher regarding the language to be used for working in the unknown. They replaced the idea of ratios with a new, sophisticated process. This language of the unknown comprises semantics: 1) at the 'fundamental principle' stage, the unknown object should be described by reference to the required functionalities, their value and feasibility, 2) at the 'working principle' stage, the unknown object should be described by reference to the state of the art; 3) at the 'improved working principle' stage, the unknown object is described in terms of the means of reducing residual errors. This language also comprises a kind of syntax: the sentences in the language of the unknown are supposed to follow the same strict sequence of types of attributes and the global coherence of the sentence is measured (and improved) through the error value. Hence Hansen and his colleagues proposed an enriched language of the unknown, just as Redenbacher did on the products of his time; but they also proposed a very original approach to the known. Instead of having 'complete theories' in the knowledge base (as in the ratio method), designers only had types of knowledge which they had to complete for themselves. With systematic construction, the knowledge space was not given at the start but was built up gradually and could be revised from one design to the next (see summary diagram below).
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Today, there are many versions and variants of systematic design, building a heterogenous corpus of methods, some of which are occasionally contradictory. It is beyond the scope of this paper to compare these methods. Our work suggests that all these theories and methods of systematic design share the idea of the existence of stable 'systematics of design', ie a stable, structured set of rules to make use of knowledge or to acquire knowledge to design an unknown object. These rules are not the rules that bind attributes of known objects (in K), but are rules for reasoning on unknown objects (from C to K and from K to C).
Figure 7: Systematic design interpreted with C-K design theory. The language of the unknown appears in the middle, in K, , ie the operators to link reasoning on the unknown object to knowledge (available knowledge or knowledge to be produced). This language organizes the relationship between C and K (C  K, K C and K K) operators. It also ensures the global coherence of the final sentence in the unknown (sequence of attributes, error reduction).
Q3: generative and conjunctive capacity of the method.
1) Generative capacity: the method is independent of objects. Contrary to the method of ratios which required knowledge of the specific ratios for each class of object, the construction systematic can be used as soon as the designer has value attributes, elements of solutions and the relations of dependency between the elements. The generativity is greatly increased: 1) This explains why the method was adopted in a range of very different fields, such as the automobile, IT, pharmaceuticals, the building and microelectronics industries (see for instance (Dasgupta 1991) ).
2) The method enables the acquisition and creation of knowledge, as a resource in the design process; whereas the method of ratios was based on a stabilized model of the objects, Hansen and his colleagues proposed a method to create an ad hoc models of the known objects, built in relation to the design process in the unknown. It is surprising to note how much the method consisted in resisting what contemporary psychologists have called the 'fixation effect' (Jansson and Smith 1991 ; Ward et al. 1999) , ie the attraction to what is known, to the detriment of wider exploration of the unknown. The method helped overcome the fixation effect in terms of knowledge, by organizing the times when designers should look for knowledge without being curbed by it.
2) Conjunctive capacity: what are the prerequisites to use the method? The method recommended that knowledge should be created during the process, thereby implying that the designer should have the capacities to do so. This generalised the laboratory and research approach introduced by machine elements. The production of knowledge is tightly controlled and is only authorised at certain stages; in each case, the nature of the knowledge to be gathered is clearly specified. The authors also recommended the introduction of forms of capitalisation so that the knowledge could be re-used in subsequent designs and there would gradually be less need to produce knowledge. The method implies that the designers have a capacity to produce knowledge, but it also rigorously prescribes and controls the use of this 'licence'. This change also corresponded to changes in the potential users of the method who, a century after Redtenbacher, had become competent in managing research work.
Similar to Redtenbacher's method of ratios, the aim of the method was not one-off innovation but the overall efficiency of design capacities. It sought to extend the generative capacity as much as possible but without losing too much in terms of conjunctive capacity. The result was a design method that enabled innovation using a system of very varied rules (very general conditions regarding the system of rules) and allowed for the accumulation of new rules. The analysis also helps identify the limits: the system of rules must include the construction viewpoints, the elements of solutions (technical principles), knowledge of the relations between the entities (knowledge of architecture) and of the means of assessing missing items (errors) at all times. A system of rules of this sort is not always available. It is only possible to accumulate knowledge when the new knowledge is compatible with the previous knowledge. If incompatible knowledge emerges, the theory does not say how to make it compatible.
Conclusion: theories of controlled expansion based on languages of the unknown
Without going into details about the stages that led to the different formulations of systematic design in Germany at the end of the 20th century (see the comprehensive study by Matthias Heymann (Heymann 2005) ), a few key points from recent history are worth underlining: --In the decades following its development by Rodenacker, Roth, Koller, Pahl and Beitz and later Hubka and Eder, the set of theories of methods of systematic design became widely used in the manuals, particularly in the Anglo-Saxon world once Pahl and Beitz' work had been translated by Ken Wallace.
--It gave rise to a certain number of debates. One was led by Albert Leyer. In the 1960s and 70s and up to the 1983 International Conference on Engineering Design, Leyer, who was considered a design genius, criticized the logic of the 'scientisation' of the construction methods to the detriment of creativity. The debate does not seem to have been really clarified during this period: the systematic design manuals soon integrated 'creativity techniques' (see the successive editions of Pahl and Beitz' works) and both Pahl and Ehrlenspiel considered that that was sufficient to cater for Leyer's concern that creativity should be taken into account.
--In the 1980s, several research programmes carried out empirical studies of designers, often in partnership with specialists in cognitive psychology. The aim of these programmes (in particular the one made by Pahl, Ehrlenspiel and Dörner and financed by the German research organization DFG) was to "observe and describe the design processes with the methods and concepts used in cognitive psychology and empirical psychology, with a view to deducing the foundations of a descriptive theory of design processes" (Ehrlenspiel and Dörner, 29 August 1985, quoted by Matthias Heymann, p. 460) . In practice, these studies did not have an impact on design theories, as confirmed by Matthias Heymann: "They provided a great deal of knowledge concerning the complexity of design processes; this knowledge tended to stress the difficulties involved in establishing a general theory of design rather than favour such a theory" (p. 477).
--The empirical studies often revealed that the designers only scarcely used formal frameworks explicitly. The famous author of a product development manual, Ehrlenspiel (Ehrlenspiel 1995) , claimed that design reasoning is to a great extent unconscious. This raises the question of whether this is not due to the fact that the theory is deeply rooted in the organizations, particularly the product development organizations described by Ehrlenspiel. Today, the formal framework of systematic design is so deeply embedded that the designers are mere cogs in the organization, who no longer even have an overall view or understanding of it, and in fact no longer need to.
--The question of the languages of the known and the unknown came back onto the agenda in the 2000s, at the same time as renewed interest in design theories (in particular the C-K hal-00870336, version 1 -7 Oct 2013 theory which served as an analytical tool in this article). In 2008, a new Special Interest Group on design theories was created under the auspices of the Design Society.
At the end of this journey through the history of rule-based design, the following table presents a summary of the main characteristics of the methods and theories we have analysed. All the situations for which there is a 'complete' theory of objects and a sequence of relations In principle, high generative capacity: all design situations using known machine elements. In practice, weak generative capacity: design situations based on machine 'types'.
Strong generative capacity:
All the situations for which there are design viewpoints, technical principles, knowledge of architecture -independent of objects.
(Q3) Conjunctive capacity prerequisites for using the method Strong conjunctive capacity:
Required capacities: 1) speak with the client, following a protocol laid down in the method 2) calculate using the ratios 3) finalise using the elements indicated in the method High conjunctive capacity for downstream stages (design using a known machine by optimising the machine elements); Weak conjunctive capacity for the upstream stages (design of complete machines using known elements) Strong conjunctive capacity:
Required capacities: identify the fundamental principle, draw up the technical principles, produce the required knowledge, evaluate early on in the process.
Going back to our initial questions, we can propose the following conclusions: 1) Q1: Design theories and methods did not originate from either purely formal research or from analytical studies of designers' practices. They corresponded to efforts to rationalise the design activity in very precise historical periods (industrial catch-up in Germany after the first industrial revolution; accompanying the second industrial revolution; rationalising intellectual work in GDR in the post-war period). Recent history (1980s) illustrates, a contrario, the limited theoretical contribution of approaches aimed at producing a 'descriptive' theory of the design process. 2) Q2: These theories did not simply consist of modelling existing objects (like the classical engineering sciences) but are formal frameworks to guide the elaboration of still unknown objects with the help of known objects. The theoretical work concerned ways of describing unknown objects (languages of the unknown) using knowledge of existing objects (language of the known). The question answered by these theories could be formulated as follows: how could one (or several) language(s) be stabilised for objects that did not yet exist, in relation to the knowledge available or which could be produced by science at that time? However, we saw cases (eg the machine elements method) where this language was not fully elaborated. 3) Q3: These formal frameworks did not seek to cater for one-off innovation, but for the efficiency of design capacities. They can be analysed according to the design situations they cover (generative capacity) and the capacities required by their users (conjunctive capacity). Historically, the methods tend to increase generative capacities while maintaining conjunctive capacity.
These conclusions were obtained at three historical moments in one country. It would be interesting to discuss these conclusions further on longer one, to understand better the dynamic of development of design methods and theories.
These conclusions leave open the question of the impact of these theories on industrial growth and economic development. For instance, with Redtenbacher, can we see the beginnings of the industrial success seen in Germany in the second half of the 19 th century and the emergence of the present-day major corporation with its engineering and design department? We have also focused on design methods and theories developed in Germany. They could characterize them by the efforts made to find languages of the unknown and to understand their relations with the languages of the known. Still there are other design traditions. Simon, who heralded the sciences of the artificial (Simon 1969) , is one example of a more American stream which, using formal decision-making frameworks, focused less on the languages of the known and the unknown than on the operators that help circulate between the known and the unknown. It seems to be a different tradition that would undoubtedly be worth exploring in more detail.
